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AGENDA

 Welcome and introductions (5 minutes)

 Setting the stage (10 minutes)

➢ Defining SPM

➢ Universal Standards for SPM; review process

➢ SPM Essentials Series

 NWTF and Terwilliger Center: Org info, summary of project (15 minutes)

 ACE and EdM: Org info, summary of project (15 minutes)

 Interview with speakers (30 minutes)

 Questions and answers (15 minutes)



SETTING THE STAGE (1 OF 3): DEFINITIONS

 What is SPM?

 Social performance management (SPM) is a 

continuous process of implementing management 

practices that facilitate setting and achieving social 

and environmental targets. The goal of SPM is to 

protect and benefit customers, employees, and the 

environment.

 What are the elements of “good” SPM?

 1. Social strategy

 2. Committed leadership

 3. Client-centered products and services

 4. Client protection

 5. Human resource development

 6. Balanced growth and returns

 7. Environmental performance management



SETTING THE STAGE (2 OF 3): STANDARDS UPDATE AND WEBINARS

 The Universal Standards for SPM

➢ A comprehensive manual of best practices created by 
and for people in microfinance as a resource to help 
financial service providers achieve their social goals.

➢ Managed by SPTF

➢ SPI social audit tool managed by CERISE

 Universal Standards Review Process

➢ First published in 2012; reviewed every ~5 years

➢ 2020 we began a review process: expert interviews, 
webinars, public surveys, data analysis, literature review

➢ New manual to be published by year-end 2021; 
infrastructure updates underway

 SPM Essentials Series

➢ Schedule:1-2 webinars per month, beginning March 
2021

➢ Content: All seven dimensions of the Universal 
Standards

➢ Purpose: share good practices of Universal Standards 
implementation, particularly those that relate to new 
elements of the manual

➢ https://sptf.info/online-trainings-bucket/spm-essentials-
2021



SETTING THE STAGE (3 OF 3): DIM 3 - FOCUS ON UNDERSTANDING 

THE USER EXPERIENCE TO INFORM PRODUCT DESIGN

Dimension Dimension 3: Client-centered Products and Services

Standard

The provider collects and analyzes data to understand clients' 

needs.

EP The provider conducts market research and pilot testing.

EP

The provider uses data to identify patterns of financial behavior by 

client segment.

EP

The provider collects client feedback on their experiences using the 

provider's products and services.

Standard The provider's products, services, and channels benefit clients.

EP

The provider uses insights from client data to design products, 

services, and delivery channels.

EP

The provider's products, services, and channels protect clients from 

harm.

EP

The providers products and services help clients smooth 

consumption.

EP

The provider's products, services, and non-financial services help 

clients achieve their goals.

EP The provider's delivery channels benefit clients.

NB: All indicators and details are in draft form and are subject to change.



NEGROS WOMEN FOR TOMORROW FOUNDATION, INC. (NWTF) 

NWTF’s clients are women from the poorest sectors of society. These mothers and wives 

struggle to provide the basic needs for their families. NWTF hopes to give them the tools to 

not only provide for their basic needs, but to live dignified and independent lives as well.



TERWILLIGER CENTER, HABITAT FOR HUMANITY INTERNATIONAL 

– OVERVIEW: ADVISORY SERVICES TO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

MICROBUILD: 

US$100M+ investment vehicle demonstrating the financial viability and 

scalability of housing microfinance and providing MFIs with access to 

capital for housing. 



NWTF STUDY

 NWTF reaches ~549,000 low-income families and has an outstanding 
portfolio of ~$67 million.

 A staggering 85% of these households were interested in a housing 
microfinance loan, a clear opportunity for NWTF to introduce a 
housing product that meets this demand and achieves their social 
development mission.

 NWTF overhauled its existing product and delivery 
mechanism,embarking on an innovation journey with the advisory 
support from The Terwilliger Center.

The Terwilliger Center assisted NWTF in developing a new housing microfinance 

product for low-income households.



DEVELOPING HOUSING MICROFINANCE MARKET 

PHILIPPINES AND INDONESIA – PROJECT OVERVIEW

The key components of the advisory services for NWTF are mentioned below along with the adjusted timelines:

Qualitative Market 

Research and 

Process Mapping

Product Design

Pilot Review 

and 

Rollout Strategy

Pilot Preparations

and

Capacity Building

Institutional 

Assessment

May – Dec 2019*

Empower low-income people to improve their homes through housing microfinance

Feb – Apr 2019Oct 2018 Nov 2018 – Jan 2019 Feb 2019



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT – CONTINUOUS ITERATION OF THE 

PRODUCT

Preparing 

Learning

CreatingScaling and 
Testing  

Measuring

Institutional Assessment 

Market Research

Pilot Test
Product and Process 

Design

Monitoring and 
Evaluation Product 

Management 

Framework
Design Tools: 

Persona Profiling & 

Customer Journey; 

Prototyping

Product Concept 

Validation

Overall 

Monitoring: 

Product 

Performance & 

Portfolio Quality 

Analysis; Processes 

(Dashboards and 

Qualitative 

Assessment)

Other Sources of 

Feedback: 

Customer 

Grievances Hotline; 

Staff Feedback; 

Monitoring Visits; 

Surveys



PERSONA PROFILE & CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING

“Persona” Profiles



PROTOTYPING & STORYBOARDING



PILOT RESULTS

▪ NWTF experienced an overwhelming response to the Dungganon Housing Loan in pilot branches.

▪ Product consistently showed good performance throughout the pilot and maintained 0% delinquency.

▪ During the pilot phase, NWTF mobilized US$480K, benefitting nearly 850 families with the housing 

product, improving their living conditions during the seven-month pilot-testing phase.

▪ Product has been rolled out to several branches since pilot and is now integrated in their business plan as a 

core product.



LESSONS LEARNED

Dungganon Housing Loan’s pilot-testing phase 

provided several useful lessons, including: 

 a more agile management information system that 

can be easily re-engineered to suit the product 

requirements

 the need to educate customers on material 

selection, budgeting, and construction basic do’s 

and don’ts, that can be complemented with the 

financial product for improved resiliency of housing 

structures 

 continuously build the capacity of front-end staff 

about the new product



COVID-19 PANDEMIC

 After the pilot-testing phase, as NWTF was gearing up to gradually roll-out the 

product in other branches, the pandemic started. 

 During the significant COVID-19 disruption phase, NWTF had to halt housing loan 

disbursements temporarily.  The focus was on providing emergency and income-

generation loans to low-income families to restore their livelihoods. 

 The “shelter in place” directives from the local government also reiterated how 

adequate and safe housing could act as the first line of defense in public health 

crises. NWTF reinstated housing loans in July 2020.



HELPING FAMILIES, ONE HOUSE AT A TIME

taking a housing microfinance loan using the housing microfinance funds 

for home improvements

BEFORE AFTER



PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Human-centered design approach leads to 
client-centric solutions resulting in 
interventions, which are:

 Sustainable: NWTF continues to serve low-income 
families with housing microfinance products, thus 
ensuring the intervention is replicated without Habitat’s 
continued support. 

 Scalable: Private-sector actors, such as NWTF, can 
deliver housing products at scale to address the global 
housing crisis, for families whereby housing is a process 
(not a purchase). 



SAVINGS
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ACE 

1. Anh Chi Em (means Brothers and Sisters), a social microfinance programme since 

2007 based in Dien Bien,  Vietnam

2. 4 Branches in 3 districts, 37 staff members

3. 4402 number clients

• 85% female

• 100% rural

• 93% ethnic minority

4. Financial services: 

- Microcredit for income generating activities: loans adapted with needs and capacity 

of the poor and vulnerable people.

- Savings: regular small amount to practice savings habits

5. Non Financial Services:

- Activities: Group trainings, home-visit counselling, value-chain sub-projects and 

networking

- Theme: Livelihood, social issues (hygiene, HIV/AIDS, domestic violence...), finance and 

business literacy training
D I E N  B I E N  

M U O N G  A N G

D I E N  B I E N  P H U  

“to empower the poor and vulnerable people in remote 

areas through the provision of responsible financial and 

capacity building services in a sustainable way.”



OVERVIEW OF ACE

ACE has piloted new methodology in new branch since 2019. Below are key difference between the two:

OLD METHOD NEW METHOD

✓ Optional monthly group meeting and training

✓ Operations includes weekend

✓ Financial literacy training is optional

✓ Weak connection between Credit Officer with 

branch

✓ Mandatory every-4-week meeting and training

→ Stronger group tie

✓ No operations at weekend

✓ Financial literacy training is mandatory:

- 3 weeks of training before receiving first loan

- 4 compulsory topics: 

❖ Group methodology

❖ Loan management

❖ Savings management

❖ Loan contract and loan repayment schedule

✓ Branch team has strong dynamism and engagement with 

decentralization and Credit Officer going to branch office at least 

twice per day



INTRODUCTION

ACE undertook a satisfaction survey in 2020, the first since 2013. 

OBJECTIVES

 Determine the suitability of ACE’s methodology

 A deeper understanding of partner’s likes and dislikes in order to better improve the programme moving forward. 

 Partners experiences with other lenders

 The impacts of ACE’s work on partner’s lives

 Testing perception based indicators in Focus Groups



METHODOLOGY

ACE took a mixed data collection approach for the satisfaction survey:

 Quantitative data was collected on smartphones through a face to face questionnaires.

✓ 310 randomly sampled participants completed face to face with partners with smartphones

✓ Three local interviewers used to collect data

✓ 5% of partners were audited via telephone to ensure the fidelity of data

 Qualitative data collected through 10 thematic focus group discussions

✓ 62 participants in FGDs organised into 10 thematic groups

✓ Different partners were chosen for the FGDs to the questionnaire respondents

✓ Themes included people who had stopped borrowing, users of other MFIs and users of the different branches



TIMELINE

Terms of Reference
Drafting

Quantitative 
questionairre

Recruitment
and training of 
interviewers

Collection of 
Quantitative 

Data

Analysis and 
discussion of 

quantitative data

Drafting
Focus Group 

Guides

Focus Group 
Discussions

Report 
writing

PART 1

PART 2

November 19 – January 2020 February - March 2020

April - June 2020 September 2020 October/November2020



GENERAL SATISFACTION

% SATISFIED OR VERY SATISFIED
✓ Excellent overall levels of 

satisfaction

✓ Higher satisfaction with

training sessions in the 

new method

 Lower satisfaction with

loans in the new method

(due to higher

requrements for new 

partners)

93% 94%

87%

92%

82%

96% 96%

91%

Loans Savings Training Staff

OLD METHOD NEW METHOD

ACE should increase its loan 

sizes to 15-20 million to enable 

us to buy cattle



COMPARISON WITH OTHER MFIS

Loan sizes Payment

schedules

Costs Convenience Admin

requirements

Saving

products

Training and

suppport

Staff

P
R

E
F
E
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C

E
 

P
R

E
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R
 O

T
H

E
R
 LE

N
D

ER
S

VALUE OF ACE VERSUS OTHER MFIs*

Very much prefer ACE

Very much prefer other MFIs

*asked for the 70% of partners who were using at least one other lender

Staff are very helpful, 

knowledgeable, 

enthusiastic and kind, like 

family. Much better than 

other MFI staff

ACE should increase its loan 

sizes to 15-20 million to enable 

us to buy cattle



TRANSPARENCY

PARTNER KNOWLEDGE

✓ Better knowledge and 

transparency of products

and services in new 

method partners than

old method

45%

9%

43% 40%

72%

16%

54%

88%

How to check saving
balance

IR on savings IR on loans Monthly saving
requirements

OLD METHOD NEW METHOD



SAVING HABITS

I believe in ACE, because 

this service is accessible, 

easy to understand, and 

interest rates on demand 

deposits are high

39%

30%

18%

5% 5%
2%

16%
18%

2%

46%

14%

4%

Keep within
the household

Never have any
extra cash to

save

Buy an asset as
soon as you
have enough

Save with ACE Deposit in
another bank

or
microfinance

program

Lend to
someone else

OLD METHOD NEW METHOD

✓ Branch 3 members more likely to 

save with ACE

 For the older branches money is

likely to be kept in the household, 

assets are bought or no savings are 

available

✓ Higher overall trust in the 

saving product for the new 

method

WHAT PARTNERS WOULD DO WITH EXTRA SAVED CASH?



IMPACTS

% PARTNERS PERCIEVING THEIR INCOME HAD INCREASED

29%

51%
71%

86%

One or two Three to five Six to Eleven Twelve or more

Number of sessions attended

% APPLYING TRAINING LEARNINGS IN THEIR DAILY LIVES

“Group members very united 

and share experiences and 

techniques in livestock 

production and encourage 

other members”

62%

89% 83% 84%86%

No data No data No data

Loans 1 to 2 Loans 3 to 4 Loans 5 to 6 Loans 7+

OLD METHOD NEW METHOD

✓ New method partners

more likely to see their

incomes increase than

new borrowers in old

branches



INTERVIEW QUESTIONS – ACE AND ENTREPRENEURS DU MONDE

1. Why did ACE wait seven years between the 2013 and 2020 satisfaction 

surveys? How often is it useful to do such a survey?

2. What lessons did you learn from implementing your most recent survey? In 

retrospect, would you do anything differently?

3. Did you learn anything that surprised you from the satisfaction survey data?

4. Which insights were most valuable to you from the survey?

5. How specifically is ACE applying what it learned from the satisfaction survey 

to product development and/or refinement?



INTERVIEW QUESTIONS – NWTF AND TERWILLIGER CENTER

1. Data show a huge gap between supply and demand for housing loans, but only a small 
percentage of clients the housing loans that are available. Why is this?

2. You take a human-centered design approach to helping your partners design products. What 
exactly does that mean? How much does it cost?

3. What does customer journey mapping involve and why is it essential?

4. NWTF already had some housing products – one to help families rebuild after a typhoon in 
2014, and one to help families gain access to high-quality cement to use in home building.  But 
neither totally satisfied clients’ needs. Why?

5. When you developed a new housing product, you also had to change some of your internal 
processes? What specifically had to change and why?

6. How did you train staff on your new housing product? Any tips or lessons learned?

7. Ultimately, you found that NFS were required to ensure the success of your new housing 
product. Please explain how you determined that and how the NFS complement your 
product.



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS



THANK YOU

 For more information, please feel free to contact us

➢ Amelia: ameliagreenberg@sptfnetwork.org

➢ Jitten: JBalani@habitat.org

➢ Ian: ian.best@entrepreneursdumonde.org

➢ Duong: duongnguyen@anhchiem.org

➢ Shiela: shguanzon@nwtf.org.ph

 To see the materials from today’s webinar and get information about 

upcoming webinars, please visit the SPM Essentials webpage.

mailto:shguanzon@nwtf.org.ph
https://sptf.info/online-trainings-bucket/spm-essentials-2021

